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A theorem of Erdiis says: If  ~2 is a family of subsets of a set S of II elements 
and no h + 1 different members of the family form a chain Al C *-* C ANI, 
then the maximum of the size of ~2 is the sum of the h largest binomial coeffi- 
cients of order n. The paper gives a weaker condition guaranteeing the same 
maximum. It is formulated in more abstract language. 
INTRODUCTION 
Sperner proved the following theorem [l]: Let & = {A, ,..., A,} be a 
family of subsets of a set S of n elements. If no two of them possess the 
property Ai C Aj (i # j), then 
n 
VI.< n. i 1 [I z
Erdiis answered the question: what is the maximum of 1y1 if no h + 1 
different elements of the family form a chain Ai1 C 9.. C Ag+l ? The answer 
[2] is the sum of the h largest binomial coefficients of order II. Kleitman [3] 
and Katona [4] independently proved a sharpening of Sperner’s theorem: 
Let S, u S, = S, S, n S, = o be a partition of S. If & = (A, ,..., A,) 
is a family of subsets of S and no two different Ai , Aj satisfy the properties 
or 
AinS, = Aj nS, and AinS,CAjnS, 
A,nS,CAjnSl and AinS,=A,nS,, 
* This work was done while the author was at the Department of Statistics of the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
t The author used earlier only the initial G. 
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then 
De Bruijn, Tengbergen, and Kruyswijk [5] generalized the original 
theorem of Sperner in the following manner: LetLJ; ,~.~,fm be integer-value 
functions defined on 5’ = {x1 ,..., x,> such that 0 S&(x3 < 01~ 9 where 
Q’S are given positive integers. If no two different ones of them satisfy 
fiw c?x%J (f or all k), then m < M, where M is the number of functions 
satisfying 
Recently, Schonheim [6] gave a generalization of both ErdGs’s and 
Kleitman and Katona’s results for integer-valued functions. The aim of 
this paper to give a common generalization of all these papers in a little 
more general language. 
DEFINITIONS AND THE TISEOREM 
Assume the directed graph G has the following property: 
1. There exists a partition of its vertices into disjoint subsets 
& 9 Kl ,***3 K, (they are called levels) of k, , k, ).-., k, elements and all 
the directed edges go from a vertex of Ki to a vertex of K,,, (0 < i < E). 
If g E KS then we say that the rank of g is r(g) = i.l 
A symmetrical chain in G is a set of vertices of a directed path, where 
for the starting point g and for the end point h the following equality holds:” 
r(g) + r(h) = f-2. 
We say that a directed graph G is a symmetrical chain graph if it satisfies 
property 1 and the following property 2: 
2. There is a partition of its vertices into disjoint symmetrical chains. 
It is easy to see that the following property is a consequence of prsp- 
erty 2: 
2a. k, ,( e.0 < k rsl ; ki = k,.-i (0 < i < I+ 
Let us consider now a set S of n elements. Let its subsets be the vertices 
of the graph G and connect two vertices A and B (from A to B) if B 3 A 
I This is equivalent to a partially ordered set with a rank function. 
z Tlxe notion is introduced in [.5]. 
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and 1 B - A / = 1. This is the so-called subset graph. In this case & is the 
family of all subsets of i elements, ki = (1); thus property 1 (and (2a) 
easily holds. [5] shows that it has also property 2. 
Similarly, if we consider the set of integer-valued function satisfying 
0 < f&J < ollc as a vertex-set of a graph G, we connect two vertices f and 
g (fromfto g) Xf = g except for one place xlc , where f(qJ = g&J - 1. 
Ki is in this case the set of functions for which C~=;,f(xlc> = i. It is easy 
to see that property 1 is satisfied. [5] proves that property 2 is also satisfied. 
This is called function graph. 
Now we define the direct sum G + H of two symmetrical chain graphs. 
Its vertices will be ordered pairs (g, h) (g E G, h E H) and (g, , h,) is con- 
nected with (gZ , h,) (in this direction) if and only if g, = g, and h, , h, 
are connected in H (from h, to h,), or h, = h, and g, , g, are connected in 
G (from g, to g.J.3 
If G is the subset graph of a set S, and H is a subset graph of a set S, 
(S, and S, are disjoint), then G + H is the subset graph of S, u S, . The 
situation is the same in the case of function graphs; the direct sum of two 
function graphs is again a function graph. 
The generalization of Sperner’s theorem (and also of the de Bruijn- 
Tengbergen-Kruyswijk theorem) in this language is the following: If we 
have a set (al ,..., a,} of vertices of a symmetrical chain graph and no two 
of them are connected with a direct path, then m < kL,,zl . 
The generalization of the ErdSs theorem in this language is: if 
no h + 1 different vertices from {al ,,,., a& 
lie in a directed path, (1) 
then m < the sum of the h largest k,‘s. In a direct sum graph we will use a 
weaker condition rather than (1): 
THEOREM. Let G and H be symmetrical chain graphs with levels 
K o ,..., K, (of k, ,..., k, elements) and L,, ,..., L, (of I,, ,..., I,) elements), 
respectively. If we have a set (gl , h&..., (gm , h,) of vertices of G + H 
such that 
no h + 1 difSerent ones of them satisfy the conditions: 
gil = **a = gim ; 
hiI )...) hiW lie in a directed path in H in this order; 
gi, T---Y gihtl lie in a directed path in G in this order; 
h, = a.* = hihi 
(2) 
for some w  (1 < w  < h + 1), 
3 This definition is equivalent to the usual definition of the direct sum of two partially 
ordered sets. 
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then m < the number of vertices of the h largest levels of G f that is, 
the mm of the h largest numbers of type CI==, kJ,+ . 
Remark 1. If G and N are the subset graphs of the sets S, and S, of 
n and p elements, respectively, then the condition (2) becomes 
there are no h + 1 different subsets A, 5..~~ Ah.+l in 
S = Sl v S, such that 
A,nS, = -.- = Awn&; 
A,nS~CA,nS,C...CA,nS,; 
A,nS,CA,+,nS,C...CA,;,nS,; 
A, n S, = A.,“+1 n S, = *-- = Ah+1 n S2 
hold for some w  (1 < w  < I”! + 1). 
It is clear that, if (3) would hold, then A, C A, C I.- C A, C ~1. C Ah+l also 
should hold, that is, in this case we have a weaker condition than the Erdijs 
theorem has, but we have the same result. The relation of this special 
case of our theorem to the Erdijs theorem is the same as the relation of 
Kleitman and Katona’s result to Sperner’s theorem. 
Remark 2. If we put h = 1 in the preceding example we obtain 
Kieitman and Katona’s result. 
Remark 3. Theorems of Schonheim can be obtained if we use our 
theorem for function graphs and we put h = 1 or we change condition (2) 
by the stronger condition: no h + 1 functions satisfy A. < .a* < fhtl fcx 
every xk . 
Remavk 4. Let us consider now another important special case. Let 
S, be a one-element set, and let the vertices of G be the “‘functions’” 
fonh, where 0 <f < n and f is an integer. There is a directed edge 
from f to g only if g = f + 1. Thus, G will be a directed path of length 
n + 1. Let H be the same graph with p instead of YE. G i- 
a rectangular (n + I) x (p + 1) lattice (Fig. 1). It is a s 
de Bruijn-Tengbergen-Kruyswijk theorem that, if we have a set of points 
of this rectangle no two of them connected with a directed path, then the 
FIGURE 1 
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maximal number of these points is the length of the maximal diagonal 
(a diagonal is a set of vertices with the same coordinate sum), that is, 
en(n + 1,~ + 1). 
Schonheim’s generalization of ErdGs’s theorem would state in this case 
that, if we have a set of vertices from this rectangle and 
no h + 1 different one lie in one directed path, (4) 
then the maximal number of these points is the sum of the lengths of the h 
largest different diagonals. 
!I 
FIGURE 2 
Our theorem says that, if we exclude the existence of h + 1 different 
points lying in a directed path which consists of two straight lines (Fig. 2) 
(instead of (4)), we obtain the same maximum. More exactly: 
LEMMA. Let R be a graph with vertices (i, j) (0 < i < a; 0 <j < b; 
i and j are integers), where there are directed edges from (i, j) only to 
(i, j + 1) and (i + 1, j). If we h ave a set of vertices of m elements such that 
there are no h + 1 dierent vertices (il , j,>,..., (intl , j,,,) 
with the properties for some w  (1 < w  < h + 1) 
il = 1.. = i, ; 
j, < **- < j, (if w  > 1); 
i, < .** < ih+l (if w  < h + 1); 
j, = -+* = j,,, , 
then m < sum of the lengths of the h largest difSerent diagonals 
PROOFS 
(5) 
Proof of the Lemma. The set of the vertices (i,, , j), where i,, is fixed and 
0 < j < b is called a column. The rows are defined similarly. Let V be the 
set of vertices satisfying the conditions of the lemma and denote by ct the 
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number of columns having exactly t vertices from K Obviously, by (5), 
ct = 0 if t > h. Thus, 
Let us count in two different ways the number of vertices which are at least 
u-th elements of V in any column starting from below. In a column where 
the number of elements of V less than u we have to count 0, so counting 
column by column we obtain 
On the other hand, counting row by row, we find that this number is at 
most (h - u + l)(b - u + 2) because we do not have to count the first 
u - 1 rows, and in the other rows we can have at most 
points by condition (5). Thus, we have the inequality 
c, + 2c,+1 + 3c,+z + s-9 + (h - 24 + 1) Ch < (h - u + l)(b - 24 + 2) 
(1 < 24 < It)* (7) 
It therefore follows that the maximum of cb, ici subject (ordy) to 
conditions (6) and (7) is an upper bound for m in the lemma. 
If a + 1 < b - h + 2, then the choices ch = (a + I), ci = 0, 
i = 1,2 )...) (h - 1) maximize ~~=, ici subject to (6) and (7) since for 
arbitrary c1 ,..., ch satisfying (6) and (7) we have 
i ici < h i ci = h(a + I). 
i=O i=O 
Next, suppose that a + 1 > b - h + 2. We first show that, if cl’,..., c,’ 
maximizes &, ici subject to (6) nad (7),it is no loss of generality to assume 
that ch’ = b - h + 2. For ch’ < b - h + 2 (in view of (7) with u = 62) 
and,ifc,‘>b-h+22,thench=b-h+22, 
ch...1 = &-I - 2(b - h + 2 - ch’), ch--2 = &, + b - h + 2 - Chi 9 
ch-3 = c,+3 ,..., c1 = cl’ satisfy ~~=, ici = x:%, iq’, (6), and (7), as may be 
verified directly. For instance, verifying (7), we have for u = h - 1: 
camI + 2ch = ckl - 2(b - h + 2 - ch’) + 2(b - b + 2) 
= c;vl + 2~~’ < 2(b - h + 3), 
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andforu<h-2: 
CtL + .** + (h - u - 1) ch-2 + (h - U) Ch-1 + (h - u + 1) ch 
= GL + -.- + (h - u - l)(& + b - h + 1 - c;) 
+ (h - u)(c;L-~ - 2(b - h + 2 - cn’)) 
+ (h - u + l)(b - h + 2) 
= cu’ + +.. + (h - u + 1) CA-2 + (h - u) c;-1 + (h - u + 1) cn’ 
< (h - u + l)(b - u + 2). 
For such a special choice ch = b - h $2, en-l ,..., c1 , (7) is equivalent to 
c, + 2~,+~ + *-- + (h - u) $..l < (h - u + l)(h - u) (8) 
for 1 < u < h - 1. If a + 1 < b - h + 4, then c1 = **a = chPZ = 0, 
G-1 = 
i 
2, if a+l=b-h+4, 
1 
7 if a+l=b-hf3, 
maximizes ct=, ici subject to ch = b - h + 2, (6), and (8) (=(7)). Let us 
assume now that a + 1 > b - h + 4. It is easy to see that there is a choice 
of Cl , c2 )...) c&1 = 2 which maximizes Cz, ici subject to c, = b - h + 2, 
(6), and (8) (=(7)). If we have another system cl, c2 ,..., chMl < 2, then we 
Can change for a more appropriate One: chP1 = 2, c&-2 = CL,z - 2(2 - CLl), 
ch-3 = CL + (2 - ckl), cnV4 = ~6~ ,..., c1 = cl’, which satisfies (6) 
(with CA = b - h - 2) and (8) (=(7)) and gives the same value for 
&, ici . Following this procedure we find a choice exists: 
ch” = b-h++, c;, = 2 ,...) c”,+1 = 2, 
c, 0 = 1 or 0, 0 c,-1 = **- = Cl 0 =o 
which maximizes &, ici subject to (6) and (7), where v is determined 
by (6). 
It is clear that XL, icio gives an upper bound for m in the lemma. Now 
we shall show that we can achieve this bound under the stronger con- 
dition (5). 
The set of points (i,j) satisfying i + j = k is called the k-th diagonal 
of the rectangle and it is denoted by DI, . The middle diagonals are 
D y ,..., Dy+h--l , where 
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It is easy to see, that the number of points of the h middle diagonals is thus 
J&, icz r that is, maximal. It means they are also the h largest diagonals, 
because arbitrary h diagonals satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Tne 
le-mma is proved. 
Proof of the Theorem. By property 2 of the symmetrical chain graphs, 
the vertices of G and H are divisible into symmetrical chains. 
G’ and H’ the graphs which have the same vertex-set as G and 
Lively, but they have edges only along these chains. Thus, 6;’ and A’ is a 
subgraph of G and H, respectively. It follows that G’ + 
of G + H. Hence, for a given set V of vertices, if k car 
a subset of G + H while h’ corresponds to V as a subset of G’ $ EI’, then 
h’ < h and the number of vertices on the h’ middle diagonals of G’ + al 
is less than or equal to the number of vertices on the h middle diagonals 
of G’ + H’ or, what is the same thing, the h middle diagonals of G + Ha 
Thus it is sufficient to prove the theorem for G’ + A’ instead of G + 
IHowever, G’ + N’ consists of disjoint rectangular lattices and condition 
cans simply condition (5) for every such rectangle. 
We know that an optimal set of points in every rectangle is the union of 
the h middle diagonals. Define the levels of 6’ -i- H’ (G + in the 
following manner. (g, h) E Mi iff g E & and h E &,_i for some i ( i <j>. 
y definition of direct sum, it is easy to see that Mj’s satisfy point 1 of the 
definition of a symmetrical chain graph. The i? middle Feaeb of 6’ + H’ 
are .Mz ,,.., M3,,-, , where 
We will show that the union of the h middle diagonals for all the rectangles 
is just the h middle levels in G’ + H’. 
First we verify that an element of the tz middle diagonals in a rectangle 
is an element of the h middle levels in G’ + N’. Let us consider a fixed 
rectangle which is a direct sum of two symmetrical chains from G’ and 
with vertices g, ,..., g, and h, ,..., hb , respectively. If w(g,J = i, then by the 
symmetricity r(g,) = n - i; thus i f a = y1 - i, or 
II - a i=-------. 
2 
(Obviously, n and a have the same parity.) Similarly, if Y@,,) = j then 
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If a point (glc , hJ is in D, , in one of the h largest diagonal of the rectangle, 
then 
k+l=r; (11) 
further, r(gk) = i + k, r(hI) = j + 1, thus (g, , hJ E Mi+j+lc+l , or, using 
(9, (lo), and (ll), 
Since 
Y= a+b;h+l]<r<y+h-l, 
thus 
z=n+p-h++ln-tp-a-b 
[ 2 l- 2 +r<z+h-1, 
and (12) means that (glc , h,) is in one of the h middle levels of G’ + H’. 
Conversely, let (g, h) be an element of M, , where z < s < z + h - 1. 
(g, h) is contained by one rectangular which is a direct sum of two sym- 
metrical chains, say g, ,..., g, and h, ,..., h, . Then by (9) and (10) 
If k, 4 = (ts, hJ then 
n-a 
2 
+p--b ---+k+l=s, 2 
that is, for 
n-a p--b r=k+l=s---- 
2 2 
the following inequality holds: 
[ 
a+b-h+l 
2 1 zZ-n-i-p--a--b 2 
<,.< a+b--h+l 
[ 2 1 +h-1. 
(g, h) is really an element of a diagonal from the h middle ones. 
Thus, we proved that the points of the h middle levels form an optimal 
set. For the union of h arbitrary chosen levels of G’ + H’ the conditions 
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of the theorem are satisfied, so the middle levels must be the h largest ones 
(but there may exist h different levels with the same size-sum). The number 
of elements in M is obviously C& kil,-i ; thus the optimal number is the 
sum of the h largest ones of these numbers. The proof is completed. 
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